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3. I)
		
		
II)
		
		

Telephone-Kit Comfort Contego
Works with most telephones which have
a modular connector to the handset
Components: 1) Switch box with
		 telephone cable
			

2) Cable (1)

Pick up the handset and check if you can
hear the dial tone (via your headphones
or the induction loop).
If you cannot hear the dial tone, try
cable(2); now you should be able to hear
the dial tone.

4. The telephone volume can be adjusted with
the arrows
and
at the Contego
transmitter (T900).

3) Cable (2)
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Getting started
1. Switch on your Contego transmitter and receiver by pressing the
On/Off-button for approx. 2 seconds.

Make / Receive a call

2. Enter the menu of the Contego transmitter (T900).
Choose Input - Microphone. A small microphone shows in the down
left corner of the display.
3. Connect the induction loop to your Contego receiver (R900) and turn
the hearing aid to the T-position. If you do not use hearing aids, you
can use headphones instead.

The voice of your communication partner
is sent from the Contego transmitter T900
to your Contego receiver R900.
R800

You hear with headphones or via the
induction loop with your hearing aid in
T-position.

Connect the Telephone-Kit to the Comfort Contego
1. Disconnect the handset
cable at the telephone.
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Use the telephone as normal. You talk into
the handset.
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You can adjust the volume of1 the call with
the volume control of your Contego receiver
(R900) during an ongoing call.
T800

Connect the switch box cable to the telephone.
Connect the handset cable to the switch box.
Connect the cable (1) to the switch box and the
line in of the Contego transmitter T900.
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Telephone-Kit Comfort Contego
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For additional information, please see the User Guide
for Comfort Contego or our website www.comfortaudio.us
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